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      “…I first came to Lithuania when the snow was melting. I came 
here just by accident while travelling from West to East, from 
one old culture to another, totally different one. I was in a rush, 
so there were no plans to make a stop. However, when passing 
through Lithuania, a strange sense of space and freedom – unlike 
anywhere else – came into my heart. And an urge to return…

Therefore, in summer I came here with my entire family. 
All-surrounding greenness heightened that intoxicating sense 
of space and freedom. I could not stop admiring the purest 
natural water springs, mineral water, overflowing abundance 
of lakes and rivers seeking to find their way to the sea. Even the 
rain! It is somehow different here – cosy, romantic, and calling 
to stumble into an old town bakery, smoked fish bistro or a 
small amber souvenir shop. 

Children got enough of swimming and still share their 
impressions of a place that is surrounded by mysterious and 
extraordinary aura – the Hill of Crosses, where, among thousands 
of others, they left a cross of their own. They are all the time asking 
me to remind the name of that traditional funny-coloured cold 
soup that Lithuanians adore. It is a cold beetroot soup. My wife 
(who is a diet freak) was particularly delighted by this dish. 

It was so amazing when unexpectedly I had to travel to 
Lithuania for work in autumn! Strange coincidence: I made a 
wish to come back to Lithuania this summer while standing 
on the Miracle Tile in the heart of Vilnius – Cathedral Square. 
Might it be that the tile is really magic?

This time I trusted the country for all the hard-working and peaceful people that I met here. These people know how to work 
with all their might and party from the heart, they know how to jazz and root for their favourite basketball team. After joining 
them I even forgot that I am a foreigner! And the beer was the best, and that strangeness of the local cuisine called “cepelinai” – 
really delicious… Once I even thought of living here…”

Extract from the diary of John M.
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Vi ln ius  –  a  constant ly  changing c i ty
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Average-sized, cosy, however modern Vilnius shall delight 
even the most demanding tourist. The magnificently beautiful 
Old Town is included in the UNESCO World Heritage List, and 
will enchant anyone by its cosy narrow streets, which treasure 
the heritage of time. Every building radiates with history and 
silently whispers the legends of this great city. The “gem” of 
Vilnius – the beautiful Cathedral, in the catacombs of which 
the grand dukes of Lithuania are laid to rest – can by no means 
be forgotten either. Right next to it stands the Palace of the 
Grand Dukes with the Sereikiškės Park nicely embracing it 
and with the Tower of Gediminas Castle crowning it.

How to get around in Vilnius?

 By bicycle:  www.velovilnius.lt
 By popular and environmentally-friendly electric Segway:  

www.supersegway.com 

Vilnius – a constantly 
changing city

gourmet food and drink shops in Vilnius. Fans of ecological food 
and gourmands will definitely find some presents to bring back 
home or delicacies to enjoy right away. 

Did you know that... 

Vilnius residents can be proud of their 
clean water, so they can drink tap water 
without hesitation.  

Vilnius water is ground water, without any 
additives and harmful components. 

  

 

 

Didžioji street

Vilnius Old 
 Town skyline

Places to catch your breath:

After wandering in the labyrinth of narrow streets, tired tourists 
will find many cosy cafés or restaurants that offer an opportunity 
to enjoy traditional Lithuanian dishes, taste vegetarian and vegan 
meals, raw-food and slow-food dishes. There are plenty of cosy 
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Ar žinai, kad...

Vilnius – a constantly changing city
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Užupis

The most interesting districts of Vilnius:

 Užupis –  an artist oasis; an autonomous town on the other 
bank of the river; 

 Žvėrynas – a district in the very centre of Vilnius with a rural 
spirit maintained.

New and favourite sculptures of Vilnius residents: 

 The biggest Cat in Eastern Europe with the cutest smile;
 A Grasshopper sitting on a wall; 
 To make sure that there is enough kindness in one’s heart, 

one needs to stroke the nose of a small kitten held in the 
arms of a patient of Doctor Ouchaches. The sculpture of the 
legendary character Doctor Ouchaches was created in ac-
cordance with the prototype of the Jewish physician who 
lived in Vilnius; 

 The guard of Gediminas Avenue is a Dog with glasses. 

Vilnius Tourism Information Centres will help to find the sculp-
tures: www.vilnius-tourism.lt, Vilniaus str. 22, office hours: I–VII 
9.00–18.00. Tel.:+370 5 262 9660.

Presents to bring home:

 Hand-made Lithuanian cosmetics and soaps. A unique am-
ber soap. 

 Products of natural linen and amber. 
 Felted boots, handbags and clothes.  

Nature in the city? Yes! 

 The Kalnai Park (Park of Hills), located right next to the Old 
Town, not only offers a perfect place for peaceful rest under 
a tree, but also reflects the history of the city. 

 Vingis Park is located slightly further from the city centre, 
at a curve of the Neris River.

 Belmontas mill will provide a beautiful area of nature 
and comfort. 

If you want to share your impressions 
with the entire world, you use your  

computer in the open-air cafe. If you 
need to use the Internet urgently, there 

is a wide WiFi network in Vilnius.

Vilnius Old Town view

Literatų street

Sculpture “Katinas” (Cat)



Kaunas –  the provis ional  capita l

Pažaislio vienuolyno varpas
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Ar žinai, kad...

Lithuania has two towns that used to be capi-
tals during the Middle Ages? These are Kerna-
vė and Trakai. At the site of the first capital of 
Lithuania (13th century), you can feast your 
eyes on the panorama of the five mounds 
which were included in the UNESCO World 
Heritage List in 2004. The Trakai Island Castle 
and Museum will take you to the times of Duke 
Vytautas when, in the 15th century, the Grand 
Duchy of Lithuania was at its peak and its lands 
reached as far as the shores of the Black Sea. 

Did you know that...

Kaunas – the 
provisional capital

Kaunas –  
laikinoji sostinė

Commemoration 
 of February 16 in Kaunas

Kaunas Town Hall

Kaunas was the provisional capital of Lithuania for over two 
decades, between the First and the Second World War. The second 
largest city in Lithuania has something to be proud of: the first 
theatre school, the first opera and the first Song Festival. What 
is more, Kaunas has the most famous Lithuanian basketball team – 
Žalgiris – and the Žaliakalnis (Green Hill) funicular which is one 
of the oldest in Europe. Nevertheless, it is still actively working and 
takes people to the picturesque mount of Green Hill.

In Kaunas you’ll immediately notice green alleys, open squares 
and tidy river banks. The city is surrounded by seven natural re-
gional parks, each calling with its beautiful nature. Here you will 
find the old Oakery, Napoleon’s Mountain, and 11 observation 
spots offering the most fascinating panoramic views. Feel the city’s 
spirit as you walk down “Laisvės alėja”  (Liberty Avenue) and wan-
der the stone-paved streets passing the 16th century houses!

The provisional capital is famous for its festivals and events: in 
spring and autumn the international Kaunas Jazz festival takes 
place; in May, the city’s anniversary is celebrated wildly in the 
streets and squares and the summer belongs to the world-famous 
classical music festival Pažaislis Music Festival. In the beginning 
of June, Kaunas gets overwhelmed by the sound of roaring mo-
torcycles and anyone can join in the Bike Show parade.  
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Klaipėda – 
the lively seaport

Klaipėda – 
šurmuliuojantis 
uostamiestis

Klaipėda –  the l ive ly  seapor t

Baltic Sea regatta
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Join the wild annual Sea Festival  
in Klaipėda.

Klaipeda

Klaipėda is the oldest city in Lithuania, which was firstly 

mentioned as Memelburg in 1252. It has the only seaport and 

cruise ship dock in Lithuania. The largest city in western Lithuania 

offers numerous shops, museums, cosy cafes and bars, as well as 

cultural monuments and all kinds of entertainment.

Klaipėda’s Old Town radiates with the spirit of old German cities 
as the German-built Fachwerk houses are the city’s unique feature. 
These kinds of construction works were very popular during the first 
half of the 19th century.  The heart of the city is the Theatre Square 
where in 1912, a fountain was built in remembrance of Karaliaučius 
University professor and poet Simon Dach. The sculpture depicts a 
young barefooted girl who was the heroine of the poet’s works. The 
love song of this girl can be found among German folk songs, and 
the Munich town hall bells ring the song’s melody to this day. The 
citizens of Klaipėda call the sculpture Annie of Tharau. 

The Castle Museum lies hidden under the rampart where 
artillery was kept in the 17th century. Its entire exhibit is 
underground. On the surface you can take a look at the un-
earthed 16th–17th century foundations and the gunpowder 
tower. The underground passage embraces you with dimness 
and its history reveals itself in the glow of flickering lights. Be-
fore the Order settled in Klaipėda, its surroundings belonged 
to the Curonians (Kuršiai). That’s why the niches in the walls 
are full of their weapons, jewelry and other belongings. Here 
you can have a walk on the oldest paving in the city, laid 
down in the 16th century.

Klaipėda has a lively cultural life: in May – the opening of the 
summer season and the Street Music Day; in June – the Inter-
national Castle Jazz Festival and the Young Jazz Wave; in Au-
gust – the city’s anniversary and the festival Musical Seaside. 
Perhaps you have already heard of the city’s main celebration 
– the wild and pompous Sea Festival. This festival is also called 
the Summer Christmas. Hundreds of people from Lithuania and 
foreign countries come to participate in it. During the celebra-
tion, Klaipėda pulsates with people, vibrant colours and music.



Since ancient times, the city of Trakai has been located not far 

from Vilnius, in a wonderful place of nature, which is full of lakes 

and constitutes a common theme of songs and poetry. This town is 

a witness of the Lithuanian Dukes’ times, as a long time ago Trakai 

was the capital of Lithuania. Right in the middle of Galvė Lake  

Island like a pearl of a rare beauty sits Trakai castle. Apart from its 

cultural heritage treasures Trakai glisters with its charming nature, 

too. A single walk on the shores of the lake surrounding the town 

will help you to recuperate and ease your mind.

Towns  
on water

Trakai town

If you are tired from the dazzle of the 
city and the daily routine get ready for a  
romantic and unforgettably impressive 

trip to the Lithuanian towns on water. 

Towns on water
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Trakai Castle

Trakai

    Learn about Crimean Karaites.  
Did you know that...

 In the late 14th century Vytautas the Great brought 
Karaites and Tatars from Crimea and settled them here.

 Referring to the calculations, the population of 
Trakai is currently around 6 thousand, including 
only 60 Karaites.

 In this town you can visit the Karaite synagogue Kenesa 
as well as a unique ethnographic Karaite exhibition. 

 Wooden Karaite houses have three windows facing 
the street. The legend says that one window is for 
God, another one for Vytautas, and the third one is 
for the people who live in that house.

 The Karaites have taught the Lithuanians to pickle 
cucumbers, but now they are famous for their tradi-
tional Karaite dish called “kibinas”. 
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Places to see in Zarasai

     Wild nature of Zarasai region which is included in the list 
of objects least affected by humans.

     Dumblynė Island on the middle of Sartai Lake in Sartai Re-
gional Park that is famous for its 10th-12th century treasures.

     Architectural monuments: architectural folk constructions, 
the ensemble of ancient palaces, religious buildings and 
memorial monuments.  

   Mingė Village, sometimes called the “Lithuanian Venice”, is a 

great choice for travellers looking for peace of mind, the beauty of 

nature or simply wishing to relax with a fishing-rod in their hands.

   This is a village established in the Nemunas Delta Regional 
Park.

    It is the only street-fishing village in Lithuania, where the 
street is the actual Minija River.  

   The only means of transport for people residing on both 
banks of the river is a boat.  

   Mingė Village people were practising fishing since the old 
times, so the hard-core fishermen will find here a paradise 
on earth.  

   There is a yacht and motorboat quay.

 The special attention should also be paid to the town that is 

surrounded by the legends of titans and is located in the North East 

Lithuania – Zarasai. It is set among seven lakes so is sometimes 

called as the “town of lakes”. However, this is not the only reason to 

visit Zarasai. This small but cosy town and its environs will refresh the 

soul of the most demanding visitor. A walk on the observation path 

at Zarasas Lake, from which a fantastic view of Zarasas Lake and the 

environs of the town opens, will make an unforgettable impression 

for anyone seeking for romance and inspiration.

Zarasai town

Mingė village

Towns on water

Kandroto nuotr.
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Zarasai

Homestead in the Mingė village

Mingė village



The Curonian Spit 
National Park

As you wade through the hot sand, close  
your eyes and return to the past when this  

place was rich in lush forests. 

The Curonian Spit  Nat ional  Park
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Dunes of the Curonian Spit 

If you’re thinking about going to the seaside – just do it. You 

won’t regret it. Words can’t describe how beautiful the nature is 

here. The narrow and lengthy peninsula, washed by the Baltic Sea 

and the Curonian Sea (Kuršių marios), reminds one of a desert. 

We call it Kuršių nerija (the Curonian Spit). It was included in the 

UNESCO World Heritage List in 2000 as one of the most beautiful 

and unique landscapes in Europe. The strip of sand, stretching 

into the sea, has several cosy, neat and picturesque fishermen’s 

villages: Juodkrantė, Pervalka and Nida. 

Juodkrantė is worth visiting because of its orderly and fancy quay, 
rebuilt old stylish villas, and fishermen’s houses surrounded by gar-
dens and parterres. They say witches and devils gathered on the lo-
cal Hill of Witches (Raganų kalnas) for their foul feasts. The goddess 
of witches, Ragė, also used to visit this place, for the border between 

the real and the supernatural realms is very thin here.  At the end of 
the 20th century, Jonas Stanius, a forester in Juodkrantė, made sure the 
town’s craftsmen carved various characters of fairytales and legends 
on that hill. There are over 80 sculptures on the Hill of Witches. Another 
hill – the Hill of Herons (Garnių kalnas) – nearby is home to one of the 
largest grey heron and cormorant colonies in Europe. 

The biggest and most lively town in the Curonian Spit, Nida, 
enjoys the largest number of sunny days in Lithuania per year. 
The unique property of this place is the weathercocks. They 
used to mark a particular village’s ownership of kurėnas (a type 
of sail ship). Apparently, Thomas Mann, winner of the Nobel Prize 
in Literature, was so enchanted by Nida’s beauty that he even built 
a summerhouse here. Nowadays, this house serves as a place for 
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Ar žinai, kad...

Juodkrantė

The Curonian Spit  Nat ional  Park
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Žvejų namai Neringoje

The Curonian Spit

Amber is the symbol of Lithuania? Bal-
tic amber is known for its colourful palette. 
Bluish amber is the rarest and most valu-
able: a tonne of amber is worth but one 
piece of the rarest and the most valuable 
bluish amber! The bluish colour is the result 
of iron in the amber. White and transparent 
amber can also be found. If you’re planning 
to bring gifts for your family and friends, the 
seaside is the best place to purchase amber 
jewelry and souvenirs.  

Did you know that...

annual Thomas Mann festivals, attracting numerous artists. During 
the 19th–20th centuries, Hermann Blode’s hotel was a favourite resi-
dence for German expressionists who loved the Curonian Spit’s na-
ture. At Virginija and Kazimieras Mizgiriai Artist House artists work 
and organize exhibitions throughout the entire summer.

Today, the Curonian Spit is a unique wonder of nature: sand 
dunes with rare flora and fauna, a forest near the coastline with 
centuries-old trees, natural white sand beaches, the smell of 
smoked fish, authentic architecture and infrastructure, and an 
abundance of cultural events that attract tourists, artists, business-
men and politicians year-round. Get on the Parnidis Dune and 
take a look around. From here you will see the marvelous world 
of drifting dunes, watch the sun rise and go down to the Curonian 
Sea. While wading through the sand think of the past. Once, the 
Curonian Spit was a collection of separate islands. Channels joined 
the Curonian Lagoon with the Baltic Sea and lagoons of fresh water 
in the middle of those channels were perfect for people to settle. The 
lagoons were separated from the Curonian lagoon by the old dunes 
covered in lush leafy forests. At that time, this was a prosperous land 
which was only transformed into a desert in the 18th century.

For 9 kilometres – from Juodkrantė to Pervalka – lies the Nagliai 
reserve. You can only enjoy its beauty from the wooden path, since 
any human activities, even recreational ones, are strictly prohibited.
On both sides of the path lie the Grey Dunes also known as the Dead 
Dunes. Here nature is left to science and observation – you will see 
high dune crests and the sites of former settlements covered in sand. 
Strong winds create picturesque holes and hollows.



Amber is more  
than gold

Baltic amber could be called a living stone. Three elements 

are hidden in it: air, water and earth. Since many changes took 

place in nature, resin of trees that grew millions of years ago were 

laid under the ground and later on repossessed by the sea.  The 

sea polished and finished each and every piece of it. It witnesses 

the most mysterious secrets of the world’s history and is washed 

ashore till nowadays.

Amber is  more than gold
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Kuršių nerijos kopos
“Sun Stone”, Kazimieras Mizgiris photo 
Amber Gallery-Museum,  Šv. Mykolo str. 8, Vilnius

Amber dress,  
auth. Dalia Duškesė, 

 Algina Žalimienė

Amber legend 

  Residents of the Lithuanian seaside have created lots of stories 
and legends about the origin of amber. One legend says that am-
ber is the remains of a castle of the immortal goddess Jūratė who 
lived in the sea; the castle was destroyed by god Perkūnas in order 
to punish her for her love for an ordinary mortal fisherman Kąstytis.

 
     Places worth visiting: 

   Open amber workshop in Palanga. You can observe the 
entire process of amber processing here, starting from raw 
material and ending with the finishing and decoration. 
What is more, you will also have an opportunity to purchase 
some amber articles and have a small talk with a craftsman.
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Amber is  more than gold
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Nidos vėtrungės

Ar žinai, kad...

   There is an opportunity to try some  
    amber tea in Lithuania;

    You can purchase amber incense or soap;
    You can purchase jewellery from a 

     wide  assortment of amber.

Did you know that...

“Juodkrantė Treasure”,  
Kazimieras Mizgiris photo,

Amber Gallery-Museum,  
Šv. Mykolo str.. 8, Vilnius

„Amber relax luxus“, 
 SPA centre

„Amber relax luxus“, 
 SPA centre

   The beauty and diversity of amber can be seen at the 
Palanga Amber Museum. The museum was established 
in 1963, in a spacious palace that was built by the noble-
men family Tiškevičiai in 1897. Over 4500 amber articles 
are exhibited in 15 halls of the museum. Among the most 
interesting exhibitions of the Amber Museum are amber 
inclusions and archaeological findings.

Amber tea

   Nida, Palanga and Vilnius have galleries where you can 
make your own personal amber decorations.

Interesting facts 

The biggest piece of amber “Sun stone” was stolen from the Amber 
Museum. However, after a while it was returned. The participant of 
the strange criminal event, namely, the stolen and returned big piece 
of amber, can be seen during the visit at the Palanga Amber Museum. 

Unique amber therapy

Baltic Sea amber includes large amounts of amber acid, which 
has different therapeutic properties due to its unique and long his-
tory of development. When visiting Vilnius, you should visit the 
Amber and mineral therapy centre. You can test the innovative 
radial – energetic therapy, which can be found nowhere else in 
the world. This centre contains massage tables, sauna, cosmetic  
products, as well as instruments made of Baltic amber are used here.



Revitalize yourself in 
Lithuanian resorts 
and spa centres

Choose a hotel and 
a conference venue

Revital ize  yoursel f  in  resor ts
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Hotel “Vanagupė”  
SPA center

Enjoy the fresh air, mineral water baths  
and remedial mud masks.

Fountains 
in Palanga

Four Lithuanian resorts and four recreation areas and 

modern spa centres are known for their wide assortment of 

services, low prices and exceptional quality. Rest in nature, 

breathe in the fresh air and enjoy the exceptional attention of spa 

employees, relaxing massages, remedial mineral water and mud 

baths, honey masks, and the unique amber therapy. Healthcare 

specialists will assess your condition and prescribe recreational 

and rehabilitation treatment procedures. 

Situated in the Nemunas Loops Regional Park, the town of 
Birštonas has been famous for its balneological treatment facilities 
and widely known in the entire Russian empire already since the 
19th century. The longest, widest and most picturesque river in Lith-

uania, Nemunas, flows through Birštonas forming these remark-
able loops. In Birštonas you will find houses and elegant 19th–20th 
century villas standing among the trees, a Neo-gothical church, 
and a mineral water pump room. Climb the Vytautas Mound and 
take a look at the surroundings. The resort offers concerts, poetry 
evenings and sporting events. Relaxing procedures and a leisurely 
stroll in nature will take away your fatigue in no time. The spa cen-
tres here use natural medical mud and mineral water from springs.
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Revita l ize  yoursel f  in  resor ts
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The Museum  

of Druskininkai

Hotel “Vanagupė”  
SPA center

Hotel “Vanagupė”  
SPA center

Druskininkai is the oldest, most famous mineral water and mud 
bath resort in Lithuania. It is an international recreational centre with 
modern infrastructure and rich in natural resources. The town has 7 
mineral water springs, 9 sanatoriums and 1 balneologic facility with 
the latest diagnostics and treatment technologies. Feel the healing 
effects of mineral, whirlpool, oxygen, vertical, herbal and mud baths, 
enjoy underwater massages, honey masks, salt rooms and oil thera-
py. Choose the best remedial procedure for you and revitalize your 
body. Walk the paths of the surrounding pinewoods to regain your 
strength, enhance your immune system, restore spiritual balance and 
improve your overall health. 

The town of Neringa, situated in the picturesque national park 
of the Curonian Spit, is a prestigious international resort. Its ex-
ceptional properties are determined by the unique surrounding 
nature. Here you will enjoy calm recreation, romantic sunrises and 
sunsets, rustling pines and resin-perfumed air. You will be enchant-
ed by the white beaches and the picturesque 50 kilometre-long 
bicycle trail. The sea resort of Palanga is a completely different pic-
ture. The town offers a wide variety of entertainment and remedial 
procedures, there are numerous cafés, inns, discos, pubs, night-
clubs and casinos. If you’re a fan of active recreation, rent a water 
motorcycle, bike or even a horse, play some tennis, or have a swim 
in the pool. Take a walk in the Tiškevičiai Palace Park, designed by 
E. Andre. On August evenings listen to concerts and poetry. 

The town of Zarasai, surrounded by hills and lakes, is a great 
place to go to in both summer and winter. The town is surround-
ed by forests: “the green lungs” ensure clean air. Here you will find 
everything for active and healthy recreation. In the town of Trakai 
the major advantages are the nearby forests and lakes. Neverthe-
less, the true attraction of this town, situated on a peninsula, is 
the huge red brick Island Castle. 

The main places of interest in the town of Anykščiai are its 
lakes and the Forest of Anykščiai. The area has approximately 
250 protected cultural monuments. The area of Ignalina, situ-
ated in the Eastern part of Lithuania, is rich in lakes (more than 
200), rivers and ponds. One third of the territory is covered by 
forests. The town of Ignalina is famous for its winter sports.  
Training sessions and competitions take place all year. Near 
Ignalina lies the great Forest of Labanoras – a great place to 
have a walk, breathe in the fresh air, feast your eyes on natural 
landscapes and pick some berries in summer: bilberries, red bil-
berries, wild strawberries. Autumn is the time to look for mush-
rooms: cep, chanterelle, and orange birch bolete. 



The Homeland of 
oaks and storks

Hundred-year-old trees, mysterious wisents and rare 

endangered birds constitute just a small part of Lithuanian 

nature. Lay your eyes on the natural places that recall the ancient 

times and stay for a while in that pure and untouched by human 

nature. In remote places of green, lovers of nature will definitely 

experience something special. 

Forests cover approximately one third of the Lithuanian main-
land, there are 30 regional parks open. More than four thousand 
various size lakes as well as 30 thousand rivers and streamlets are 
nestled in this amazing nature of Lithuania. 

The Homeland of  oaks and storks 
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Lithuanian fauna is indeed colourful: we 
have lynxes, wisents, wild boars, stags, 
foxes, wolves, ferrets, martens, hares and 
hedgehogs. Here you can see a black stork, 
a great bittern, a white tailed sea eagle, a 
harrier, a greater spotted eagle or one of 
even 12 species of owls flying by.

Parašai prie iliustracijų.

Birdwatchers that are brave enough to even travel in marshes 
shall have an opportunity to see the great snipe – an old-timer of 
the bogged meadows. It is also possible to hear the twittering of 
the endangered aquatic warbler in Lithuania. If you hear grunting, 
squealing or yapping while wading in the Lithuanian meadows, 
this means that there is a corn crake somewhere around. Many 
can hear the corn crake twittering with its special voice, however, 
it is a challenge to keep your eyes peeled for it, since this bird can 
stand still in the grass for hours and hours. 

Places worth visiting:

  Pamarys (littoral) land is located in the so called Lithuania 
Minor. There is a 37 meter tall pine tree growing near Dinkiai vil-
lage in Šilutė land. It is believed that the tree could already be 
220-year-old. You should definitely visit the Šilutė Forestry En-
terprise, where you would be directed to the Raganų (Witch) 

Stork

Oak tree
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Ar žinote, kad...

Spruce (with multiple trunks) and see an osprey flying by.  

   Anykščiai Regional Park. Hills up to 200 m high, pictur-
esque valleys of Šventoji and rivers flowing into it, Rubikiai Lake 
with 16 islands, old valleys of Anykšta and Virinta, rock exposures 
of Vetygala, Varius and Vildžiūnai where layers of quartz and mica 
sand of up to 400 million years have been found. The Puntukas 
boulder (height – 5,7 m, width – 6,7 m, length – 6,9 m, weight – 
265 tons) is laying in the Forest of Anykščiai, which is said to be a 
boulder carried and dropped by the devil himself... 

  Kairėnai Botany Garden. Over 10 600 differently named 
plants grow in this botany garden established in 1781. The days of 
Tulips, Herbage and biological diversity are celebrated here. Visi-
tors are invited to have picnics in the flowerily nature where the 
air is filled with songs.

   Marshes. One just needs to get ready for the hike through 
the marshes, and the experienced guides will show the inac-
cessible places of the forest, which have not been touched by 
humans, including various tricky shrubberies and marshlands. 

Pašiliai Wisent Farm

You can admire the wisents from the observation platforms or 
under the arbours. Here you will have an opportunity to watch 
the life of the herd from close distance. The excursion guide will 
tell you more about these animals, their life, likings and some 
other  interesting stories.

Wisents are fed 10:00 –11:00 hrs. Excursions may be booked 
in advance at the following address: Petriškiai village, Kreke-
nava post office, 38305 Panevėžys district. Tel. +370 45 593339 
E-mail: krekenava@panmu.lt.

The Homeland of  Oaks and Storks
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Kristinos NR

Juniper Valley 
 in Taurakiemis

Briedis

Puntukas stone 
 in Anykščiai

Elk



Swim, ride, fly, climb, 
drive, walk, play... 
Get going!

Swim,  r ide ,  f ly . .  Get  going!
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Parašai prie iliustracijų.

Travelling on the Lithuanian rivers and lakes is one of the most 

entertaining ways to get acquainted with the country. It doesn’t 

really matter which means of water transportation you choose. 

A steamboat trip is calm and relaxing, while on the other hand, 

rowing a boat is good for your muscles, and sailing a yacht pits you 

against the wind. Go downstream in a canoe and you’ll feel so tiny 

and light. Watch the green forests, mounds and towns pass you 

by as the current carries you further. Travelling the rivers and lakes 

of Lithuania will allow you to visit certain historical places. Ask for 

information about the routes and equipment rental services at the 

Tourist Informational Centres and National Park Directorate Offices. 

Try horse riding. The routes of different lengths will take you to the 
most beautiful places of the national and regional parks. Experienced 
guides will show you the cultural and natural monuments, tell you 
their history, and provide information about the local flora and fauna. 
You can choose the length and difficulty of your ride. 

Equestrian centres organize short riding lessons and other events. 
If you are interested, try the Kurtuvėnai Regional Park, the Seirijai and 
Krosna (the area of Lazdijai), Vilnius, Trakai, and Anykščiai stud farms.
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Ar žinote, kad...

Swim,  r ide ,  f ly . .  Get  going!
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Race the wind while cycling, 
canoeing or riding.

Don’t feel like riding? Grab a bike and cycle through the na-
tional parks and most beautiful places of the Lithuanian coast. Active 
recreation is good not only for your health and your wallet – this rec-
reation will also allow you to get to know the country and its culture 
better.  Riding a bike feels like flying with the wind. Touch, feel and 
become a part of the world running before your eyes. The longest 
bicycle trails can be found on the seaside, whereas the national and 
regional parks offer a slightly shorter experience. 

The coastal bicycle trail starts at Klaipėda and goes to the North, 
towards Latvia. The longest part of the trail – 110 km of cycling ac-
tion – stretches from the seaport to the Kaliningrad area. It crosses 
the seacoast forests and meadows – right to the Nemunas Delta, and 
reaches the Horn of Vente (there’s a bird ringing station there). The 
third trail, which is two times shorter, curves throughout the centre of 
the Curonian Spit – from Klaipėda to Nida. It is possible to merge the 
second and the third parts of the trail together, take a ship from the 
Horn of Vente to Nida and circle the Curonian Sea.

Ever dreamt of being Tarzan? Five original adventure parks will 
quench your thirst for adrenaline. You will burn some calories, too. 
Tracks of different difficulties are set near the river Nemunas and on 
the green hills amongst the trees. Numerous obstacles are waiting to 
be overcome: moving logs, bridges, nets, stirrups, ladders, Tarzan-like 
rope swings and jumps. To complete those tracks you’ll have to put 
your body to the test and the highest and most difficult ones are defi-
nitely not for the weak of heart. 

Golf is becoming more and more popular in Lithuania since its 
landscape is perfectly suitable for golf courts. Lithuania is easy to 
reach by ferry, plane, car or train from the Scandinavian countries, 
Germany, Denmark, Eastern Europe or Russia. So grab your golf 
clubs and set course for Lithuania! Three golf clubs are waiting for 
you near Vilnius: The Capitals Golf Club, The European Center Golf 
Club, and The V Golf Club. Near Kaunas: Elnias (The Deer). At the 
seaside: The National Golf Resort.

Fly a hot air balloon – it is a new and unique way to have a 
good time! The number of hot air balloons for every 1000 people 
in Lithuania puts our country in the leading position. Perhaps you 
would like to paraglide from the Green Hills (Žaliosios kalvos)? 
Make a parachute jump from a plane? That can be arranged! 



Ski all year 
round! 

  Druskininkai Snow Arena is the first and the only winter 
activities complex in the Baltic’s that works all year round. 
Three skiing slopes for downhill skiing and snowboarding are 
arranged in an area of 8 hectares.

Compressed air and cold water without any chemical or bacte-
rial additives are the only snow components in this Snow Arena. 
The snow making system is fully automatic, so it can be remotely 
controlled and operated. What is more, the top quality snow for 
the skiing slopes is provided throughout the year.

The Snow Arena is equipped with state-of-the-art Swiss moun-
tain lifts: four-seat chairlift, button lift and Magic Carpets. Our 
qualified instructors will definitely help the beginners to use it. 

The average temperature in the Snow Arena is about -2°C, 
so warm clothes are recommended. For an extra charge visi-
tors can rent all the clothes and equipment from our rental 
point. There are 1000 lockers in the dressing area for personal 
belongings, changing rooms and showers.

All our visitors must follow the rules and regulations of the 
Snow Arena. It means that they must know how to control 
speed and direction, be able to use the lifts without any help 

Sk i  A l l  Year  Round! 
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“Snow arena” 
 in Druskininkai
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and to be able to make a turn and stop. If a visitor is unable to 
perform the actions mentioned before, we highly recommend 
to use of the services of our instructors. The Snow Arena also 
offers the services of the DruSkiSchool Downhill Skiing and 
Snowboarding School. The instructors of this school are work-
ing with the SmartSnow training system, the main objective of 
which is to teach visitors how to ski or snowboard quickly and 
effectively.

After an active day on the snow, you are welcome to warm 
up, refresh and recuperate in the self-service restaurant or 
”Bo” bar. Since the time spent in these facilities does not count 
into the skiing session time, visitors can have a snack or chat 
with friends for as long as they want. ”Absolut Ice Bar” and the 
”Carlsberg Finish Bar” inside the Main Slope are for true ski-
ing enthusiasts. The time spent in these bars counts as skiing 
time. Looking through the window of the Aero Gallery res-
taurant, which is set at 50 metres height, you can enjoy the 
breathtaking view of Druskininkai and their surroundings.

Ar žinote, kad...

   two indoor slopes that are open all year round;

   one outdoor slope that starts working when the  
          outdoor temperature falls below +5°C; 

Sk i  A l l  Year  Round! 
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Druskininkai SNOW ARENA – an ideal place 
with perfect slopes and perfect snow. Each 

and every day – all year round.

“Snow arena”  
in Druskininkai

The Snow Arena offers:

       snow park for snowboarders; 
       rental & maintenance points for equipment 
         and special clothes; 

   skiing school DruSkiSchool;

   fun park for children DruFunPark;

   shops;

   restaurants/bars;

   terrace with panoramic view;

   Wi-Fi;

   380 parking spaces.



Choose a hotel and 
a conference venue

Choose a conference venue
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Organize events at hotels, mansions,  
castles, museums, exhibition houses,  

concert halls, and homesteads.

Looking for a place to stay? More than 400 hotels, modern guest 

and recreation houses, motels and holiday camps are waiting for you. 

Everyone will find something that meets their tastes and financial 

capabilities. You’ll enjoy spacious and comfortable rooms and high 

quality services. But wait, there’s more: the days spent in Lithuania 

will be simply unforgettable and the evenings filled with live classical, 

jazz, blues or rock music will help you to relax.

If you’re looking for a conference, seminar or meeting venue in 
Lithuania, you can choose from a variety of modern conference cen-
tres, hotels and even unconventional venues, e.g.: manors, castles, 
museums, exhibition and concert halls, or even village homesteads.

Lithuania is a country of short distances. Hotels, confe-
rence halls, entertainment – everything is near you. With 
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Choose a conference venue
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Exhibition and Congress 
 Centre Litexpo

huge  IT possibilities and a fast and reliable Internet connec-
tion, Lithuania is a perfect place for business trips, corporate 
and international events. The country’s cities and resorts have 
a lot to offer. Here nature and modern technologies are in 
harmony with one another (in Lithuania you will find touch-
screens and 3D effects for presentations). 

When it comes to organizing conferences, you won’t be disap-
pointed by any technology-related issues – that’s yet another 
reason to choose Lithuania! 

According to professionals in conference tourism, Lithuania has 
a lot of potential in this field because of the country’s transporta-
tion and infrastructure which is crucial when organizing events. 
Choose Lithuania: it’s relatively close, easy and cheap to reach, 
plus you’ll get to discover its breathtaking nature. 

The largest exhibition and conference centre in the Baltic 
States – LITEXPO – offers 5 exhibition halls and 10 conference 
halls that can seat up to 3000 people. The LITEXPO complex 
allows the organization of events with international exhibi-
tions simultaneously, ensuring the target audience. 

The Siemens Arena – the largest and most innovative venue 
for conferences and events – is the place for an indoor sport-
ing, entertainment or other collective events. 

Europos Parkas (the European Park) is also a good spot – 
the environment here will ensure a creative atmosphere. Or 
you can try the Trakai Island Castle Hall where a throne once 
stood, or the Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theatre 
situated in the centre of Vilnius. And what about the Vilnius 
Town Hall? That can be arranged! 

You can find all the information about the accommodation 
and catering of conference participants on the Internet. Just 
browse the conference organization databases and choose the 
variant which suits your needs best. Check and print out the pre-
liminary order bill which can easily be paid online. 

Lithuanian travel agencies will offer conference participants 
excursions to famous places in Lithuania, cultural programmes 
and appropriate entertainment. 

The time spent together will make the job easier and help to 
make new friends. And the entertaining and purposeful leisure 
time will be something to remember. 

 



Discover traditional 
and contemporary 
Lithuanian art

Wood sculpting is one of the most original, unique and richest 

branches of Lithuanian folk art. The tradition of cross-making is 

still alive. UNESCO acknowledged this craft as a masterpiece of 

intangible cultural heritage. You will find crosses, koplytstulpiai 

(roadside poles with statuettes of saints), roof-poles and little chapels 

by the roadsides, at homesteads and museums. The best Lithuanian 

cross-maker was Vincas Svirskis (1835–1916) who carved about 250 

memorial monuments. More than twenty examples of his work can 

be found at the Lithuanian Art Museum. 

Weaving is yet another example of traditional art. Multicoloured 
textures, tablecloths, and linen works decorate Lithuanian homes 
and souvenir shops. Feliksas Jakubauskas is the Lithuanian master 
of tapestry. His works can be seen at international exhibitions. If you 
want to meet the most famous Lithuanian potter, go to the village of 
Leliūnai near the town of Utena. You will find the Ceramics Museum 
established by Vytautas Valiušis. Vytautas will not only share the se-
crets of his trade but also let you try to make a pot yourself.

Visit art galleries – you will be surprised by  
professional contemporary Lithuanian art,  

sculpture and photography.

Discover  L i thuanian ar t
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Discover  L i thuanian ar t

The Europos Parkas (the European Park), 
 founded by sculptor Gintaras Karosas, has 

more than 100 works of art by various artists 
from 34 countries? This park gives prominence 

to the geographical centre of Europe which 
was determined by the French National Institute 

of Geography in 1989. The European Park has 
a place in the list of the top 50 most interesting 
artistic places in the world. It is also described in 

Amy Dempsey’s book Destination Art. 
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Exhibition Hall of  
the Contemporary  
Art Centre 

The Park of Europe

The Park of Europe

Did you know that... 

Many people compare one of the greatest Lithuanian artists Mi-
kalojus Konstantinas Čiurlionis (1875–1911) to Edward Munch, 
Wassily Kandinsky and Frantisek Kupka. The unique works of this art-
ist and composer are exhibited at the National Mikalojus Konstan-
tinas Čiurlionis Art Museum in Kaunas. Here you will also find some 
works by Jurgis Mačiūnas, the pioneer and initiator of the Fluxus 
movement (not many people know that a Lithuanian is behind it). 

The followers of this movement, which began in the 1960s, 
include composer John Cage, artist Marcel Duchamp, and Yoko 
Ono, as well as another famous Lithuanian artist Jonas Mekas. 

The Contemporary Art Centre in Vilnius is the largest of its 
kind in the Baltic States. It’s the place for the latest Lithuanian and 
foreign art movements. 

The Centre initiates new artistic projects and shows travelling 
exhibitions.  Since 2009, people are able to visit the new National 
Gallery of Art and see the 20th century art exhibit consisting of 
paintings, sculptures, photography, graphic and contemporary 
art works. Visit the art galleries of Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda and 
other cities – you will be surprised by the contemporary Lithu-
anian art and other fine arts.

Lovers of contemporary art will be charmed by the works of 
symbolists Ričardas Vaitiekūnas and Linas Katinas, postmod-
ernist Šarūnas Sauka, and the ideas of Deimantas Narkevičius 
and Antanas Sutkus. The works of Dalia Kaščiūnaitė, Rūta 
Katiliūtė, Algis Griškevičius, Vilmantas Marcinkevičius, Mind-
augas Navakas and others found their place in numerous private 
and even royal collections abroad.



Performances, 
operas, concerts

The world is discovering the culture of Lithuania – 

Lithuanian artists are gaining greater recognition abroad. You 

can see a Lithuanian singer or actor performing in New York, 

London, Berlin or Vienna. 

Lithuanian galleries, concert halls and less occasional locations 
are vivid with artistic life. Every larger city has professional thea-
tres, concert halls, various events, and the Old Town of Vilnius can 
be treated as a cosy Baroque art gallery under the open sky. 

Lithuanian theatre is an active participant in worldwide 
events and its directors have numerous fans and followers all 
over the world. If you’re interested in theatre, then you’ve most 
likely heard of Eimuntas Nekrošius, Rimas Tuminas, Oskaras 
Koršunovas, Jonas Vaitkus or Gintaras Varnas. Eimuntas 
Nekrošius is highly anticipated at the theatres and operas of Ita-
ly, Rimas Turminas is known in Northern Europe and Russia, and 
the festivals of Avinion and Edinburgh theatres seem impossible 
without Oskaras Koršunovas. Fans of Lithuanian theatre can be found 
in Russia, Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, the USA, Mexico, Argentina 

Buy a ticket to one of the many events. There’s  
always something happening in Lithuania.

Per formances,  operas ,  concer ts
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Lithuanian State  
Symphony Orchestra

Performance of Andželika Cholina  
dance theatre “Anna Karenina”
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and many more countries. With each year the fanbase expands both 
in terms of the number and geographic location.

Famous directors work at the Lithuanian National Drama 
Theatre, the Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theatre, the 
Small Theatre, the Keistuoliai Theatre, the Russian Drama Thea-
tre, and the Old Town theatres. Here you will see classical, historical 
and modern plays created by native and foreign stenographers. If 
you’re lucky you may get to see the world famous opera star Violeta 
Urmanavičiūtė-Urmana. She performs at the best-known opera 
houses and concert halls, but only a few know her origins. 

The quality of Lithuanian plays and operas satisfies European 
standards and the prices are affordable for everyone.

The Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theatre, 
musicals theatres of Kaunas and Klaipėda bring together 
crowds of opera lovers. If you enjoy modern dance, you must 
go to Anželika Cholina’s Dance Theatre. 

If you’re more interested in music, try the Lithuanian Na-
tional Philharmonic Society’s classical concerts conduct-
ed by Saulius Sondeckis, Juozas Domarkas or Gintaras 
Rinkevičius. During the summer more than a hundred clas-
sical concerts are played in Lithuania at the Vilnius, Christo-
phorus and Pažaislis musical festivals.

Per formances,  operas ,  concer ts
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Lietuvos nacionalinis dramos teatras

Lietuvos simfoninis orkestras

Lithuania has long been home to Slavs,  
Hebrews, Karaites and other nationalities?  

The multiculturalism in theatre, cinema,  
arts and crafts has become an exceptional 

feature of Lithuanian art. 

Did you know that.... 

Vilnius Festival

Performance of Andželika Cholina 
dance theatre “Carmen”

Performance of Andželika Cholina  
dance theatre “People”



The entirety of 
Lithuania in the 
town of Rumšiškės

    Would you like to get to know the entire Lithuania, all at once? 

Visit Rumšiškės – a rural life museum under the open sky. Here you 

will discover Lithuanian traditions and see authentic households 

from the four ethnic regions of Lithuania – Aukštaitija, Samogitia 

(Žemaitija), Dzūkija and Suvalkija. The 175 hectare area has four 

villages representing the traditional lifestyle of each region. Some 

buildings are more than 200 years old! 

In the middle of the museum stands a small town with a 
spacious stone paved square, an inn, stores and artisan work-
shops. Don’t be shy, step inside and see what life is like here: 
the potter shaping clay dishes, the jeweler crafting jewelry, the 
spinner rolling thread, the weaver weaving folk stripes and the 
smith forging iron. Try homemade goodies at the inn and visit 
the workshops and exhibition halls of artists to purchase their 
works. It’s best to visit the town of Rumšiškės on Saturdays since 
the majority of artisans show their art on those days. 

In February the Museum of Rumšiškės celebrates Mardi Gras; 

Get to know the culture and traditions 
of different regions of Lithuania.

Rumšiškės
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The Hi l l  of  Crosses

The open air museum  
of Lithuania in Rumšiškės

in April – Easter; May is the month for the festivals Čia visa Lietu-
va (This is Lithuania) and Šokim, trypkim, sveiki būkim (Dance 
and be Healthy); in June – the Day of Bath and St. John’s Day; in 
July – Ann’s Day and Rye Harvest Day; on 15 August – the Grass 
Day; and the Day of Crafts is in September.
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The Hill of  
Crosses

Most probably you have no idea what 200,000 crosses in 

one place look like. Visit the unique Mound of Jurgaičiai near 

Šiauliai and feel the gratitude and love of hundreds of people 

expressed by placing numerous crosses on the mound. It’s 

no surprise that the Lithuanian cross-making tradition was 

included in the UNESCO World Heritage List.

The first crosses were erected on the mound as signs of piety 
and gratitude to God. Some crosses were built in commemora-
tion of the rebels buried here who died during the 1863 revolt, 
some served as a symbol of resistance against the Tzar’s reign. 
During the Soviet period, the authorities tried to demolish the 
crosses, but new crosses quickly replaced the destroyed ones. 
The majority of crosses were erected in 1918, after the Declara-
tion of Independence.

Today, the Hill of Crosses is a popular destination for tourists 
and pilgrims, especially after the Restoration of Independ-
ence. In the middle of July, when Public Wake is celebrated, 
thousands of people come to the Hill of Crosses.

The Hi l l  of  Crosses
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In 1993 Pope John Paul II visited Lithuania? 
During his apostolic trip through Lithuania 
the Holy Father visited the Hill of Crosses 

to pray, celebrated Mass and then gave an 
encouraging and hopeful speech to the  

people, expressing his gratitude and love. 

Did you know that...

The Hill of Crosses 



Temptations of 
spring

Pavasario 
vilionės

Every season has a unique influence on 
the country: it is green in summer, yellow in 
autumn, white in winter and a wide variety 

of colours can be seen around in spring.

Temptat ions of  spr ing
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Can you hear the icicles melting and the snow turning into 

small streams? New grass is resurrected from winter’s grip and 

trees shoot out their springs. Gardens are blooming, birds are 

singing, the air is filled with the wonderful aroma of flowers 

and Lithuanians are out celebrating spring.  

Easter eggs painted  
in traditional patterns

On Sunday, a week before Easter, people celebrate Palm Sun-
day. If you happen to be in Lithuania at this time of the year, you’ll 
see people carrying palms – juniper branches, arbor rods, and osi-
ers. What does the palm symbolize for Lithuanians? It’s an ancient 
symbol of the tree of life, of regenerating vegetation and the 
force of nature. In Vilnius the streets bloom with colourful palms 
tied together using more than 40 different dried plants. You won’t 
see anything like this anywhere else!

Want a palm, too? Choose yours at the Kaziukas Fair in Vil-
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During Easter people used to bring eggs to 
cemeteries for the dead? The very name 

of this celebration is related to the dead (in 
Lithuanian Easter is Velykos, from the word 
vėlė – a soul). Our ancestors believed that 

in spring the souls rise up from the ground, 
together with a reviving nature, but the 

 thunder drives them back down. 

Did you know that...

Kaziukas Fair  
in Vilnius

Cafe “Raw 42“  
in Vilnius

nius at the beginning of March. During the Fair, Old Town’s 
streets turn into a huge market of folk art. 

The most colourful festival of spring – Easter – is unimaginable 
without decorated eggs. Since pagan times, the egg has been 
a symbol of life and fertility. The process of egg decoration has 
always had a magical power. This art has been known since the 
13th century! Little suns symbolize the hope of a sunny year; tiny 
stars – so that the fields have enough light both during the day 
and night; red is used to symbolize life; green – awakening flora; 
yellow – ripe grain; and blue – the sky.  

Grab the most decorated egg and roll it. The further you 
roll, the luckier you’ll be that year. The rolling of eggs is an 
essential part of Easter. 

If travelling to Lithuania in spring, don’t forget to bring 
warm clothes. The average temperature in March is only +5°C, 
and in May up to +15°C. When the air gets warmer, storks – 
the country’s national birds – return to Lithuania.



Joys of  
summer

Can you see Lithuania dressed in green and all the flowers 

blooming? Can you feel the sun tickling your face? The ladybug 

running on your cheek, and how the earth exudes warmth? 

When the shortest night and the longest day come, you know 
it’s time for St. John’s Day. The night of 23 June is magical. In old 
times, women would pick various herbs, for they believed that on 
St. John’s night the herbs become magical. On this night bonfires 
are burning on the hills, and you can see crowns made from plants 
drifting in rivers. Sit around the bonfire, braid a crown and let it 
float down stream. If a girl’s and a boy’s crowns meet – that’s a sign! 

Lay in the meadow and watch 
the blue sky. And who says you can’t just drift 

away with the clouds? 

Joys of  summer
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The church  
of Zapyškis
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6 July is Statehood Day (commemorates the coronation of 
the first king, Mindaugas). On this day, Days of Live Archeol-
ogy take place in Kernavė, the ancient capital of Lithuania. Here 
you would see how our ancestors shaped pots, melted iron, 
crafted swords, made tubs, carved wood, cooked, tended leather, 
tailored clothes, crafted jewellery and made coins. Moreover, you 
would have a chance to try this yourself. You will see knights fight, 
hear the clanging of armour and the war cries that pierce the land. 

Every four years in July, the Song and Dance Festival, which was 
included in the UNESCO World Heritage List, takes place in Vilnius 
for a for an entire week. The next festival is scheduled for 2013. Af-
ter the Restoration of  Independence in 1990, the 13th Song and 
Dance Festival was called a national celebration. Since then, ap-
proximately 30 000 performers participate at each event.

Klaipėda gets loud each summer. In July the Sea Festival takes 
place, attracting numerous visitors from Lithuania and abroad. 
For the entire summer, Kaunas enjoys the world famous Pažaislis 
Music Festival. Its beginning is declared by the majestic Great 
Bell of the church. When it stops ringing, the monastery of 
Pažaislis, Old Town’s courtyards, churches, the area near the Kau-
nas Castle, the airport of Pociūnai, the IX Fort and the town hall 
are filled with music until autumn. 

In summer take a trip to the seaside and bathe in the Baltic Sea. 
You’ll love the long white beaches and high dunes. Take a walk in 
the pinewoods, feel the hot air filled with resin. You’ll have a won-
derful vacation in the national parks: their forests are rich in wild 
strawberries, raspberries, bilberries and mushrooms. If you’re look-
ing for peace and quiet, go to the remote homesteads and enjoy 
the nature in solitude.

In Lithuania the average temperature in June is between +15 and 
+20°C, and in July and August:  between +20 and +30°C. Oh, and 
don’t forget to bring your umbrella. We have rain in summer, too.

Joys of  summer

On St. John’s night the fern blossoms?  
Lithuanians would search for the blossom at 
midnight. They say that the one who finds 

it gains supernatural powers: they can hear 
the thoughts of others, understand birds, 

and become wise and rich. 
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Millennium Song  

Festival of Lithuania

Did you know that...

Pažaislis Classical  
Music Festival



Gifts 
of autumn

Rudens 
dovanos

Take a look around and you’ll notice that Lithuania has been 

covered in gold – the yellow leaves in the sun and the chestnuts 

with their thorny fruit. You can hear the wind howling.  You can 

see it having fun and blowing clouds to cover the sun.

At the beginning of September, Vilnius celebrates the Capi-
tal Days. The city’s boulevard – the place of active cultural 
life and creative ideas – will involve you in immediately. Your 
dreams and wishes will come true, you’ll meet new friends 
and party until the break of dawn. Capital Days is a way for 

Take a bite of a juicy red apple and  
breathe in the refreshing autumn air.

Gi f ts  of  autumn
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1 November is All Saints’ Day, dedicated 
to the saints, and that 2 November is All 

Souls’ Day, dedicated to the dead? In an-
cient times, people called November the 

month of souls because they believed that 
the souls of the dead visited the living in 
autumn. During All Souls’ Day everyone 
goes to the cemetery to light candles on 
the graves of the dead. Join the crowd, 
watch the myriads of flickering candles 
and listen carefully. Feel compassion for 

those who are gone.

the citizens of Vilnius to express themselves. During those 
days numerous concerts, plays and performances take place.

Kaunas is famous for the international jazz festival Kau-
nas Jazz in spring and autumn. Listen and jam with famous 
artists in traditional and untraditional places. The festival 
changes the city every year and hundreds of cheerful people 
come to listen to the wonderful music. 

On calm September evenings you will see hot air balloons 
rising over the city. Aerostatics is very popular in Lithuania. 
You, too, can enjoy the Old Town, hills, lakes and forests from 
high above. The view will not disappoint and the sky full of 
balloons is certainly something worth seeing. 

In recent years, the popularity of ecological markets with 
natural food products has increased significantly. On Thurs-
days, you can go to the Tymas Market  (Tymo turgus) where 
farmers from Vilnius surroundings and other cities offer their 
goods. Here you will find apples, pumpkins, red bilberries, 
ecological jams, sauces and canned vegetables. You can also 
find similar goods at the other markets in Vilnius.

If you’re visiting Lithuania in autumn, it would be a good 
idea to put on some warmer clothes. There’s no snow yet, but 
cold nights and fogs will have you looking for your coat and 
gloves. The average temperature in September is +13°C and 
only +5°C in November.

Gifts  of  autumn
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Mischieves 
of winter

All around, roofs, leaves and pathways are covered with a 

white blanket. One minute the trees are clothed in leaves and 

the other they are standing naked in the snow. Colourful bulbs 

light up in the streets, Christmas trees are erected in the squares 

of major cities and the people, all dressed up warmly, drink tea 

and peek through the windows. 

The sky has turned white, the sun is gone and you can feel 

Mischieves of  winter
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Touch the fragile snowflakes. 
Feel how they melt in your palm instantly, 

turning into ice-cold droplets of water.

The Morė (an effigy symbolizing winter) 
 traditionaly burned during Mardi Gras

the cold pinching your ears, but that’s no big deal. Winter has 
its share of fun. Children and grown ups engage in the making 
of snowmen, if there’s enough snow. Most probably you’ve 
already seen the odd white fellow with rowan eyes, a carrot 
nose, a bucket on his head, his neck wrapped in a scarf and 
holding a broom.  

In winter, everybody’s waiting for Christmas Eve and Christ-
mas. In Lithuania these two holidays are unimaginable without 
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kalėdaičiai – round sugar-free cookies with poppy that are eaten 
with poppy milk or a drink made from honey. The Christmas Eve 
table is full of various dishes – according to the tradition there 
must be twelve of them – one for each month. Our ancestors 
used to stick straws under the tablecloth and then draw them. 
The length of the drawn straw symbolized the duration of one’s 
life. After the Christmas Eve supper all the dishes are left on the 
table for the souls of the dead kin. On Christmas morning, chil-
dren rush to the Christmas tree for presents. The New Year in 
Lithuania is celebrated much louder: right before midnight peo-
ple rush outside to watch the fireworks and usually party till the 
break of dawn. 

Winter is also great fun for those interested in angling: anglers 
are quick to use the advantages of frozen water and hurry to the 
lakes and rivers, drill a hole and spend hours in the cold waiting 
for a bite. If you’re not sensitive to the cold, try ice-fishing. 

When seven weeks of Lent remain to Easter, Mardi Gras is cel-
ebrated on Tuesday. During this celebration people say goodbye 
to winter…with a bang. “Winter, winter, run away,” the locals and 
guests threaten. These traditions go back to the times of primal 
agriculture, when the cultivators used pagan rituals to drive away 
demons of winter and tried to awaken the land from its wintry 
slumber.  The celebrators of Mardi Gras dress up in strange 
clothes, cover their faces in soot and put on wooden masks 
with artificial beards to become monsters with wrinkly brows, 
large crooked noses, eyes of different sizes, oversized mouths 
and broken teeth. Join in the fun and try the traditional Mardi 
Gras dish – pancakes – which symbolize the coming of the sun.

If you’re interested in active recreation, try skiing or horse rac-
ing on ice. Just don’t forget your coat, scarf, hat and gloves, or 
else the enjoyment of being outside won’t last very long. Even 
though the average temperature in December is about 0°C and 
-2°C in January and February, at times the temperature can drop 
to -30°C and lower.

Perhaps you think that the Lithuanian roads in winter are cov-
ered in snow and are impassable? It’s nothing like that! The road 
cleaning services work every day and do their job brilliantly. The 
roads are cleaned from snow even at night, if necessary. Sand 
and gravel is used to make them less slippery. In the beginning 
of November, all the cars for rent have their regular tires changed 
to winter ones to ensure the safety of our guests. Thus you can 
drive around regardless of the time of year!

Mischieves of  winter 
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Vilnius žiemą

Horse trotting race  
on lake Sartai



Gastronomic 
heritage

Every ethnographic region of Lithuania is proud of its cuisine: 

the Aukštaičiai are known for their soups and pancakes, the 

Dzūkai for dishes with mushrooms and sausages, the Suvalkiečiai 

for skilandis (pig stomach stuffed with minced meat mixed with 

garlic, then cold-smoked and matured for a long period) and duck, 

the Žemaičiai (Samogitians) for crayfish, potatoes and kastinys (a 

type of butter), and Lithuania Minor is known for its fish.

Lithuanian soups are tasty, filling and come in different kinds. 
Hot soups are especially good on a cold winter’s day heavy with 

snow and a strong wind. In summer Lithuanians eat šaltibarščiai 
(cold beetroot soup) made from kefir, sour cream, beetroot, cu-
cumbers and boiled eggs. The dish is great on a hot summer’s day. 

Rye bread is also very important to Lithuanians, as it is one of the 
oldest Lithuanian foods. Not many countries have such a wide variety 
of rye bread as Lithuania. Would you like to see how natural brown 

 Have you noticed that Lithuanians really  
enjoy tasty and filling food? 

Gastronomic her i tage
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White cottage  
cheese
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bread is baked on calamus? That’s possible at certain rural museums 
and homesteads. You’ll be able to knead the dough, form the loaves 
of bread, and even mark them with your initials. Eat the fresh-baked 
bread straight away or bring it home. 

If you love potatoes and meat you’ll find yourself in heaven. Po-
tato dishes are very popular in Lithuania all year round. At Lithuanian 
restaurants you’ll find potato pancakes, potato cakes, and vėdarai 
(potato sausages). The most interesting dish to foreigners is cepelinai 
(zeppelins) – grated potatoes, rolled in the shape of a zeppelin (more 
or less) with minced meat, curd, vegetable, mushroom or bard filling. 
The zeppelins are cooked and served with a tasty sauce. Try some and 
you’ll see how tasty the ball of meat inside the grated potato shell is. 
Meat can also be rolled in cabbage leaves, with a little bit of rice and 
steamed. This traditional dish is called balandėliai (little pigeons). 

Have you ever tried pork ears, tongue or legs? Order them with 
beer and you’ll see what you’ve been missing! Not a huge fan of pork 
ears? Try boiled peas with greaves. Or beans, fried bread with garlic 
or fried cheese. Another popular traditional Lithuanian food is white 
cheese – fresh or dried, sour, sweet, with herbs or caraway. 

The Samogitian kastinys reminds one of butter or fat sour cream 
with spice and is eaten with hot potatoes. The preparation of kastinys 
is unique: only hand-made from sour cream by adding salt, onions 
and garlic. The mix is beaten for 4–6 hours! Don’t miss the other dairy 
products: curd, clabber, and curd cheese pancakes.

Our restaurants and cafes also offer cuisines from Europe and 
other countries. Come to cosy Italian, French, German and Scan-
dinavian restaurants, elegant wine shops, British and Irish pubs, 
and Hispanic, Latin American and Mexican bars. 

The oldest traditional Lithuanian drinks are mead and various 
herbal brandies. Mead is made from honey, water and yeast 
(nowadays, yeast is often substituted with spirit). Kvass is a soft 
drink made from rye bread. 

Gastronomic her i tage
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In Lithuania more than 200 sorts of beer are 
brewed. The most popular are: Kalnapilis, 

Švyturys, and Utenos. The production of smaller 
brewers is also worth trying. We have dark, 

 non-filtered beer, but lager is the most popular. 

Did you know that...

The traditional 
lithuanian dish - 
Cepelinai

The traditional lithuanian 
dish - cold beetroot soup

Christmas Eve 
dinner



Go shopping 
and bring back  
something 
for your family

When visiting Lithuania, take the opportunity to buy 

original clothes, shoes and accessories. You’ll find the widest 

range of clothing (according to your taste, style and budget) 

at luxurious supermarkets. 

Go shopping
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Prekybos centras „Panorama“

Shopping centre 
 “Europa” in Vilnius
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Bring your family some amber jewellery. In the Baltic Sea pro-
fessional amber catchers fish for amber (also know as Lithuanian 
gold). Smaller bits of amber are washed ashore during storms. 
There are a few ways to recognize genuine amber: it should float 
in saline water and have a distinctive resin smell.

Purchase embroidered linen tablecloths, napkins, cloths and 
sheets, tatted linen caps, gloves and even linen accessories. In 
Lithuania linen cloth has been valued for ages. The fashion col-
lections based on ethnical and ecological ideas are still popular 
at international fashion shows. Linen cloths and handbags are 
environmentally friendly, useful and practical. 

In Lithuania you will find huge variety of wooden souve-
nirs and toys – these are among the most environmentally 
friendly and desirable goods in the world. You’ll be charmed 
by inexpensive and quality leather works: handbags, belts, 
purses, file folders, accessories and notebooks. If you want to 
surprise someone, buy a palm made from dried plants. This 
kind of souvenir is a guaranteed success.

If you are interested in fashion, wander the streets of Vilnius 
Old Town – you’ll find many shops and studios of Lithuanian 
designers. In Didžioji St. you can find clothes by Ramunė 
Piekautaitė; in Stiklių St. visit the shop Decolte for lithuanian 
designers clothes, perfume and artistic accessories; in Totoriai 
St. you can take a look at clothes by Jolanta Rimkutė and Ieva 
Ševiakovaitė, and in Odminių St. look for the salon of Juozas 
Statkevičius – the most famous Lithuanian haute couture de-
signer. Statkevičius is well-known not only in Vilnius but also 
in Paris and New York. In the largest cities of Lithuania you will 
find clothes by Julija Janus, Sandra Straukaitė, Aleksandras 
Pogrebnojus and Kristina Kruopienytė. 

Furthermore, you will find various boutique and brand 
shops with classy shoes, fur and various accessories. The lo-
cals really like the brand Du broliai (Two Brothers) and guests 
from abroad are increasingly interested in fur salons Nijolė 
and Karališkas tigras (Royal Tiger). Lithuania is also known for 
high quality and relatively cheap gold and silver jewellery.

Treat your family to the wonderful Lithuanian chocolate, 
traditional mead and herbal brandy. Lithuanian chocolate 
is on par with Austrian, Belgian or Swiss chocolate. The most 
cherished traditional herbal brandy is Trejos devynerios (Three 
Nines). It’s made from 27 different herbs and has a lengthy 
maturation period.

Go shopping
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Dizainerė Ramunė Piekautaitė prie savo modelių

Shopping centre 
 “Mega” in Kaunas



Official name: The Republic of Lithuania.

Area: 65 300 km².

Population: 2,988 million (in 2012).

Population density: 45,8 people/km² (cf. 72,5 people/km² in Europe).

Political system: parliamentary democracy. Head of State – President,  
Executive Power – Government, Legislative Power – The Seimas.

President: Dalia Grybauskaitė (until 2013).

The Republic of Lithuania is a member of the EU and NATO.  
Joined the Schengen area in 2007.

Time zone: GTM + 2 hours.

Capital: Vilnius. Population: 523 050 (in 2012).

Major cities: Kaunas (population: 311 148), Klaipėda (population: 160 361),  
Šiauliai (population: 107 875), Panevėžys (population: 98 612) (in 2012).

Official language: Lithuanian (the Baltic languages group).  
The majority of citizens also speak Russian, English.

Coat of arms: white Vytis (a knight) on a red background.

The national flag is composed of three equal horizontal stripes:  
top – yellow, middle – green, bottom – red collors.

Currency: Lithuanian litas (LTL); (1 EUR = 3,4528 Lt).

Neighbouring states: Latvia, Belarus, Poland, Russia (Kaliningrad).

Cell phone code: +370...

GSM service providers: “Omnitel”, “Bitė”, “Tele2”, “Eurocom”.

Internet: 69% of population use the Internet. High-speed wireless Internet 
connection is available at most supermarkets, cafes, main streets and hotels of larger 
cities (usually free of charge).

Information number: +370 700 55 118.

Emergency number: 112 or 911.

Ethnic groups (in 2012):  83,7% Lithuanian,  6,6% Polish, 5,3% Russian, 1,3% 
Belarusian, 3% other (Ukrainian, Hebrew, Latvian, Tartar etc.). 

Religion: 79% Roman Catholics. Other: Orthodox, Christians, Evangelical Lutherans, 
Evangelical Reformers, Old Believers, Judaists, Muslims etc.

Climate: maritime/continental. Average temperature in July is – +16,7°C,  
January – -5,1°C.

Landscape: Lithuania is a country of plains and forests: flats comprise approximately 
75% of area and even 31% is covered by forests.

Coastline: 90 km of Baltic Sea with 1 Blue Flag beach in Palanga (in 2012).

Highest spot: The High Hill – 293,8 m.

Longest river: Nemunas – 937 km (475 km in the territory of Lithuania).

Lakes: 2830 lakes with an area exceeding 0,5 ha.  
Largest lake: Drūkšiai – 4479 ha. Deepest lake: Tauragnas – 60,5 m.

The Baltic States and Lithuania: Lithuania is the most southern country of the 

Baltic States and has the greatest population of the three Baltic States. It was the first 
country to break free from the USSR. On 11 March 1990, Lithuania declared the Act of 
Independence. This day is celebrated as the Day of Restitution of Independence.

How to visit Lithuania:

Airports. 4 international airports: in Vilnius (www.vilnius-airport.lt), 
Kaunas (www.kaunas-airport.lt), Šiauliai (www.siauliai-airport.com)  
and Palanga (www.palanga-airport.lt).

The distance from the Vilnius, Šiauliai and Palanga airports to the centres of these cities 
is only about 7-8 km, and about 15 km from the Kaunas airport to its centre.  
A taxi ride costs about 20-40 litas and takes approximately 20 min.

Order a taxi online www.etaksi.lt (only in the largest cities of Lithuania). By phone: 
Vilnius: “Vilniaus miesto savivaldybės taksi” – 1450, “Ekipažas” – +370 600 07 755, 
“Martono taksi” – +370 5 210 1510, “Merseros taksi” – +370 687 11 422,  
“M-taksi/Viptak” – +370 5 240 0004, “Romerta” – +370 5 275 7575.

Kaunas: “Miesto taksi” – +370 373 38 888, “Milrasa ir Ko” – +370 377 77 333,  
“Taxi Kaunas” – +370 372 02 020, “Žaibiškas greitis” – +370 670 33 333,  
“Eurotaksi paslaugos” – +370 373 33 334.

Ferries: you can sail to Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Poland from the Seaport of 
Klaipėda (www.dfdsseaways.lt, www.krantas.lt, www.portofklaipeda.lt, www.ferrycenter.lt) 
and the Curonian Spit (www.keltas.lt).

Railways: www.litrail.lt.

Buses travel to more than 16 European countries.  
Comfortable, fast and direct trips to more than a hundred European cities  
(www.eurolines.lt, www.ecolines.lt, www.simpleexpress.eu, www.luxexpress.eu).

Roads: Lithuanian roads and their infrastructure are of high quality and  
well-developed – the roads are much better compared to the neighbouring countries. 
6 European axes cross Lithuania. 

Driving speed: in settlements – 50 km/h, on suburb roads – 90 km/h, highways –  
110 km/h (01 November – 31 March) and 130 km/h (01 April – 31 October),  
unless specified otherwise by road signs.

Road technical assistance: call +370 5 210 4422 (24/7).

Public holidays:

January 1 – New Year‘s Day;

February 16 – Day of Re-establishment of the State of Lithuania (1918);

March 11– Day of Restitution of Independence of Lithuania (from Soviet Union, 1990);

March 31 – April 1 (2013) – Easter;

May 1 – International Labour Day;

June 24 – St. John‘s Day (Day of Dew);

July 6 – Statehood Day (commemorates the coronation of the first king, Mindaugas);

August 15 – Assumption Day (Day of Grass);

November 1 – All Saints‘ Day;

December 24 – Christmas Eve;

December 25 and December 26 – Christmas.

Lithuania in a nutshell
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2013 is a special year for Lithuania – for the first time our coun-
try will have the opportunity to take over the leadership of the 
Council of the European Union. Every six months an EU mem-
ber state has the responsibility to assume the Presidency of the 
Council of the EU. Therefore, on 1 July, Lithuania will take over the 
rotating Presidency from Ireland and hold it until January 2014, 
when the Presidency is to be passed to Greece. Lithuania will 
be full of European buzz. About 200 EU meetings will be held in 
Vilnius, during which the European leaders will discuss issues of 
significant importance to each and every European Citizen. 

The Presidency of the Council of the EU requires much prepa-
ration work. The Presidency has to ensure a smooth EU decision-
making process, to achieve progress on issues of great impor-
tance both to Lithuania and to the whole Europe, to represent 
the country and to strengthen its hold at the international level. 

 More information on the Lithuanian Presidency of the Council 
of the EU – www.eu2013.lt. 

Lithuanian State Department of Tourism under The Ministry of Economy

Gedimino pr. 38, LT-01104 Vilnius, Lithuania 
Tel.: + 370 706 64 976, fax: +370 706 64 988, e-mail: vtd@tourism.lt
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